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TRANSWIDE HELPS YARA CUT ITS
TRANSPORT COSTS AND IMPROVE ITS
OPERATIONAL EFFICIENCY

SOLUTIONS
Transwide TMS:
• Live Tracking
• Smart Booking
• Transwide Analytics
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TRANSWIDE HELPS YARA CUT ITS TRANSPORT COSTS
AND IMPROVE ITS OPERATIONAL EFFICIENCY

Employees: 17,000

—

Oslo, Norway

Yara is one of the globe’s leading agricultural and Industrial Nitrogen companies. Based in
Oslo, Norway, it has a focus on creating sustainable fertilizers for the agricultural industry. It
specializes in crop nutrition, nitrogen application and environmentally sustainable solutions.

Yara International

www.yara.com
Operating in the
agricultural and Industrial
Nitrogenl sectors, means
we have a lot of distinct
requirements. We really
needed to automate as
much as possible and
help the team manage a
very demanding transport
system, while prioritizing
safety and compliance.
Pascal Lemal, Head of Transport &
Operations Management Europe at Yara

It employs about 17,000 people, operates in 150 countries and has an annual revenue of USD
12.9 billion. Yara delivers 38.6 million tonnes of products each year.
Given the complexity of the industry and the unique requirements associated with Yara’s
product offerings, the company needed a partner to digitalize and streamline its processes.
“Operating in the agricultural and Industrial Nitrogenl sectors, means we have a lot of distinct
requirements”, says Pascal Lemal, Head of Transport & Operations Management Europe at
Yara. “We really needed to automate as much as possible and help the team manage a very
demanding transport system, while prioritizing safety and compliance.”

DIGITALIZING A COMPLEX AND L AYERED SUPPLY CHAIN

—
Yara relies on Transwide to manage 370,000 call offs each year, as well as the associated
300,000 slot bookings. Their 250 Transwide users ship 7 million tonnes of products from 150
locations, including the creation of 55,000 CMR documents, using a network of 800 carriers.
Transwide is fully integrated with Yara’s SAP and Administration Loading System solutions and
data from SAP populates call offs in Transwide. This streamlines processes and also grants
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visibility for customers, letting them know which slots are booked. As a result, it not only
improves resource planning, but also customer service levels.
In addition to carriers and customers, third-party warehouses also have visibility of slots as
soon as they are booked. Carriers have the ability to share a call off with a specific driver, who
can then access all relevant functionality. Customized alerts were also created in Transwide, to
ensure that in the unlikely occurrence that a carrier refutes a shipment, a replacement can be
sourced quickly.

The type of products
we produce come with
very specific safety
requirements. We needed to
be confident that Transwide
could put in place the
stringent measures needed
to operate in this industry.

PRIORITIZING SECURITY AND COMPLIANCE, WHILE
DELIVERING CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT

—
“The type of products we produce come with very specific safety requirements”, explains
Lemal. “We needed to be confident that Transwide could put in place the stringent measures
needed to operate in this industry.”
At Yara safety is always front of mind and that has always been reflected in Transwide’s
partnership. Driver and truck plate registration means customers are encouraged to send call
offs to their own hauliers as they need to register. As a result, no one can enter Yara’s sites
without identifying themselves. A safety protocol was also integrated into the call-off template
as a simple link.
In addition, having communication take place across a single format has led to a rise in visibility
and leaves no room for misunderstanding. Nothing is lost in stray emails and undocumented
phone calls, which also saves considerable time and resource. The latter is particularly
important as driver shortages are a real concern in the agricultural industry given the additional
requirements needed to operate in the sector.
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Transwide has proved
an agile and collaborative
tool for us. We are able
to share lots information
with stakeholders without
wasting time on the
phone and we’re looking
forward to transitioning
towards a control tower
view for some of our
key locations.

DELIVERING TANGIBLE RESULTS AND
FACILITATING COLL ABORATION

—
“Transwide has proved an agile and collaborative tool for us”, says Lemal. “We are able to
share lots information with stakeholders without wasting time on the phone and we’re looking
forward to transitioning towards a control tower view for some of our key locations.”
Transwide’s user-friendly interface means it was quickly picked up and adopted by Yara’s team.
This ease of use and streamlining of information facilitated collaboration, both internally and
externally. For example, Yara had in the past struggled with language barriers. Whereas in the
past systems were not available in certain languages, Transwide solves the issue by displaying
the application in the language preferences of the user.
This streamlining also means Yara’s Transwide users spend less time discussing routine business
procedures with carriers and make fewer errors, as information comes from SAP. Better
visibility also allows Yara’s customers to see exactly what is happening with a specific call off,
enabling them to invoice faster and with no complications. A document repository with search
functionality further simplifies and streamlines processes.
All of the above contributes to giving Yara more time to focus on what’s important. By getting
everyone on the same page and digitalizing processes, the focus shifts from reactionary to
strategic. And that’s where the long-term value lies.
“Continuous improvement is key for Yara and Transwide is a big part of that”, says Lemal.
“Having a streamlined process and visibility across various senders, receivers, shippers, carriers
and drivers, means we can take a holistic view of its transport operations and continually spot
opportunities to improve.”
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TRANSWIDE SOLUTIONS
AT A GLANCE
//
//
//
//
//
//

Freight Procurement
Live Tracking
Call-off
Wetrack (mobile app)
Transwide Analytics
Smart Booking

Transwide cloud-based TMS transforms how shippers and logistic providers operate
and collaborate with their carrier community. Through seamless integration we
connect over 600 Shippers and 3PL’s to our growing community of over 80,000
carriers across the globe.
Delivering global visibility and end-to-end process automation Transwide’ 100.000
users have access to a suite of solutions to manage sourcing, procurement, supplier
management, planning and optimization, transport execution, real-time shipment
tracking, dock scheduling and freight audit. All solutions are supported by reporting and
event management.
Transwide has its headquarters in Brussels, Belgium, and provides global support to its
growing customer base with offices in Europe, North America, South America and Asia.

For more information

www.alpegagroup.com/en/tms/transwide
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